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Through the cacophony came a plaintive cry from the plunging foredeck. “Help!” called Tom,
“I need help”. Green water was sweeping the decks. The lower part of the yankee, our largest
headsail, was lying on the deck being dragged by the water into the sea. Tom was manfully
struggling to avert disaster but was by now losing strength and the battle. Neil, who was
suffering dreadfully from seasickness in the three meter high seas, summoned his last reserves
of strength, made his way forwards and, between them, they managed to tame the thrashing
sail and lash it to the lifelines.
We were three hours out from Mahón headed for the top of Corsica three hundred miles and
two days away. The decision was not difficult to make. “Sorry guys”, I shouted over the
racket of the damaged yankee ripping itself to shreds, “we’re heading back to Menorca”. We
turned away from the wind and back towards harbour.
Our aborted trip had started on Friday 31 August. Having laid up Mina2 our cutter rigged
Oyster 485 for July and August, I had come out a week earlier to recommission her for our
second cruise of the season, with the intention of taking her from Menorca to Corsica and on a
cruise of the Tuscan Archipelago, before sailing down the west coast of Corsica, through the
Maddalena Islands and finally down the east coast of Sardinia.
Neil and Tom had arrived on my birthday, 29 August and we had readied the boat for
departure at first light the following morning. For some days a mistral had been blowing out
of the Golfe de Lyons and, as the strong winds were unabated by the time we were scheduled
to leave, we postponed our departure by 24 hours. By the time we eventually left Mahón
harbour, making our way past the picturesque classic yachts moored together for their annual
regatta, a F5-6 from the northeast was forecast with 1-2 meter waves. Not ideal given that the
wind would be on the nose, but we felt we could cope with that for a few hours before the
wind abated, as was forecast. We were also mindful that our respective partners together with
Selina -my daughter, and a friend of hers were all packing their bags to fly out to Corsica to
join us on our arrival and we were already 24 hours behind schedule.
By the time we were five miles offshore, we were bucketing around in 2 ½ - 3 ½ meter seas much bigger than we had expected, and significantly stronger winds than had been forecast.
But with a well reefed main and yankee, and the small staysail set, everything was fine. An
hour and a half later and with Menorca now just a smudge on the horizon, there was a loud
pop, and the boat shuddered as the yankee furling line parted, the sail unfurled and acres of
cloth were now flogging in the strong winds. To compound the problem, I had just fitted
brand new sheets to the yankee and being a bit slippery the bowline in the working sheet
shook itself loose and fell to the deck. Sailing with a full yankee was unthinkable in these
conditions and, in any event, the sail had to be lowered in order to reattach the sheet. Neil and
Tom, already clipped on, made their way to the foredeck and started to lower the thrashing
sail. When it was about a third of the way down, the sail ripped along the leading edge which
had been attached to the forestay. It was now attached only by the head and the tack. With
green water sweeping the deck as the bow slammed into the big seas, Tom and Neil wrestled
the sail down foot by foot. The exercise was occasionally interrupted as Neil succumbed to
the violent motion and was depositing the constituent parts of his breakfast over the side.
With about three quarters of the sail now on deck the luff rope became caught in the luff
groove and the sail jammed tight. To release it would involve a precarious balancing act on

the pulpit – a very dangerous exercise in the conditions. Neil returned to the cockpit to get a
length of line to lash the sail to the lifelines whilst Tom floated on the endless succession of
waves whilst attempting to stop the yankee from being swept overboard. It was at this point
that Tom called out for help. With the bulk of the yankee now on deck, I was in a position to
turn the boat away from the wind which made the working platform on the foredeck much
more comfortable whilst Tom and Neil made a thorough job lashing the sail. Whilst they were
working away making everything secure, I was thinking through the various options. We
were three hours into a two day passage. Our main working sail was not only inoperative and
unrepairable on board, but a third of it was jammed up the forestay with every opportunity of
creating further problems later. Both Tom and Neil were by now soaking wet and totally
exhausted with Neil further debilitated through seasickness. Whilst they were both as tough as
old boots, these were not the ideal circumstances in which to continue the passage. It was
Friday morning. We could get back into Mahón by lunchtime. If we could get the sail
repaired, we could set out again that evening. I broke the news to Tom and Neil when they got
back to the cockpit.
Whilst respecting the decision, Tom was not best pleased with the outcome. Robyn, his
partner, was already on her way to Corsica and every hour’s delay would be cutting into their
break away together in the sun. But, tant pis. As we made our way back into the harbour three
hours later, the classic yachts were making their way out for the day’s race. The protection of
the harbour was deceptive. Compared with the wild conditions outside, the sea was smooth
and the wind barely more than a modest breeze. As the classic yachts were hauling up their
mighty gaffs and acres of sail their crews, pointing at us limping in with our heavily reefed
main and shredded headsail, must have wondered what was going on. They were soon to find
out.

Returning storm-damaged to Mahón
Pedro’s Boatyard gave us the telephone number of a sailmaker. We phoned him and
explained in detail what the problem was. “I will be with you in half an hour” he said. A
promising start. We managed to get the yankee off the forestay and stretched the damaged luff
down the length of the boat. The sailmaker duly arrived and inspected the damage with great
interest for five minutes. “So can you repair this?” I asked. “No” he replied. “Why not?
What’s the problem?” “I am a rigger – not a sailmaker”. So that was a wasted hour. We

eventually managed to get hold of a genuine sailmaker but found that due to the extra work of
the classic yachts, there was no chance they could repair our yankee until Monday.

Classic yachts racing under full sail earlier in the week
At this point the VHF radio crackled into life – it was Palma Radio announcing a new gale
warning of F7-8 from the NNW between Menorca and Corsica. It might have been news to
them, but it wasn’t to us – it had already started as we had found to our cost. But as it looked
like it was to continue blowing for another couple of days, and it would take this long to get
the sail repaired, our decision was made. We were staying put.
Tom couldn’t hang around another couple of days before starting the crossing, which was fair
enough, and he arranged to fly back to the UK and straight out to Corsica to join Robyn. He
was understandably disappointed and we were sorry to see him go. He had flown all the way
to Menorca for a brief (albeit dramatic) six hour sail. But it goes to prove that, when passage
planning, you can choose the date and you can choose the destination – but you can never rely
on the two coinciding.
Meanwhile, Neil and I were on the phone to Sarah, Maria, Selina and Kaz to break the news
to them and suggest that, unless they wanted to spend a lonely and land-locked week in
Corsica on their own, they tear up their tickets and get flights to Menorca, which they all
managed. I also needed to get a crew together at short notice for the re-scheduled passage to
Corsica at the end of the following week. After difficult negotiations with his business
partners, Neil confirmed that he would be able to stay the extra few days to complete the
passage, and Lawrence Wells sportingly agreed to drop everything and come out the
following weekend.
Neil and I had the Saturday to put the boat back together again, replacing the yankee furling
line, delivering the sail for repair, and fitting a new Windex at the masthead. Sarah flew in
Saturday evening and on the Sunday we sailed off the mooring for a day trip to Cala Binibeca
before returning to Mahón for the arrival of Maria – the Downstairs Skipper – my daughter
Selina and her friend Kaz.
Kaz has been sailing with us on numerous occasions but still hasn’t quite got the hang of
practical boating attire. At least on this occasion she had left behind her “adventure shoes” -

little red sling-back numbers with a dainty heel - which had accompanied us for her last three
trips on the boat, but this time she brought along a very fetching short dress for foredeck
work. “The moment I saw it I just knew that it would go well with the boat”, Kaz twittered.
And how right she was. Bizarrely, Kaz had turned up dressed as our duvet cover. The material
was identical. We tested it out by throwing her on our bed. It looked like a massacre. As far as
the eye could tell there, lying on the bed, were a pair of dismembered arms and legs and Kaz’s
dismembered head, laughing maniacally!

Kaz arrives dressed as our duvet cover … quite creepy really
On the Sunday, after a big provisioning shop (including a plentiful supply of limes) we sailed
south and west, away from the wind and in the lee of the land round to Calas Covas. Sarah,
Neil’s belle and an old friend of Selina, adores being on the boat but suffers badly from
seasickness in anything other than a flat calm. The lumpy conditions outside of the harbour
were guaranteed to turn her stomach so it was an ideal opportunity to try out our new
acquisition – a wrist band that sends electronic impulses to the acupuncture point on the
inside of the wrist which is supposed to suppress all feelings of motion sickness without any
medication or side effects. Sarah was already feeling the effects of the motion and within five
minutes would have been green and strapped to the leeward rail. The band was applied and
the effect was remarkable. Within five minutes all feelings of queasiness were gone. This was
the first proper sail Sarah had ever been able to enjoy. Thereafter, she used the band whenever
she started feeling the effect of the sea and every time it worked brilliantly. Every boat should
have one.
On the way to Calas Covas we passed an enormous motoryacht, Le Grand Bleu, which was
anchored off the coast, and at 370 feet one of the largest private yachts in the world, one time
owned by Roman Abramovich. High up on the starboard side deck was one of its many
tenders – a 68-foot Sunseeker Predator. I am told that normally on the port side deck is kept a
fully-rigged 70-foot sailing yacht. In the middle of the deck was the helicopter platform. The

yacht’s garage doors were open showing a selection of toys including no fewer than seven jet
skis, plus canoes, mountain bikes etcetera. As Kaz so rightly said, “Like, mental”.

“Le Grand Bleu”
Calas Covas is an extraordinary two-pronged cala with steep sided cliffs, dropping into the
sea, in which there are numerous caves, once the home of Neolithic troglodytes. Not content
with the basic shelter provided by the caves, they carried out home improvements including
carving windows out of the caves and creating flues for their fires. Even now some of the
caves remain occupied by (mainly naked) hippies who make them their home during the
summer months.

Calas Covas with troglodyte caves
Whilst we were there we got a telephone call from the sailmaker saying that our yankee was
ready for collection. We arranged for a taxi to collect Neil and Sarah and take them into
Mahón but discovered that the taxi drivers refused to drive down the two-mile track to Calas
Covas so the exercise was abandoned.
As the hot sun dipped below the high cliffs surrounding the cala, the cachaça that we had
bought in bulk in Santa Eulalia was broken out, the limes crushed and quantities of
Caipirinhas were drunk whilst I barbecued chicken on the aft deck. After Kaz had downed a
couple of the deceptively powerful cocktails, she asked me, with a studied nonchalance,
“Tim, what sort of thing would cause the boat to sink?”. “Probably the easiest way would be

to take out the log impeller” I replied. “And where would that be?” she asked. Alarm bells
began to ring. “Why do you ask Kaz?” She confided in me that she was getting a bit fed up.
“Every year I read your logs of drama and derring-do, but when when I’m on board, nothing
exciting ever seems to happen, so I don’t get featured. But if, say, the boat was to sink do you
think that would warrant a mention?” I had always thought that Kaz was delightfully eccentric
but it was only now that I realised that she was in fact completely – and quite dangerously –
bonkers. I didn’t sleep much for the rest of the week.
Meanwhile Selina, who had also been moaning about not being mentioned enough in the
journals was, thankfully, looking for a more constructive way to achieve eternal glory. After
Neil and Sarah had returned from their aborted trip to Mahón, I took the painter and tied the
dinghy to the pushpit. A while later a motor boat passed on its way out of the cala and gave a
blast on its horn. I went on deck to see them pointing at our dinghy which was making yet
another break for freedom and was almost out of the cala, and picking up speed. Selina saw
her window of opportunity and the next thing I knew she was executing a perfect racing dive
over the rail. Her arms and legs were already a blur by the time she hit the water and she shot
off towards the escaping dinghy like a torpedo. A second later there was an even bigger
splash. Maria, not wishing to be outdone in the heroism stakes, had also launched herself into
the water with the key for the outboard motor in her teeth. Selina caught up with the dinghy,
launched herself on board and started rowing back into the cala like an Olympian biathlete,
missing only one stroke of the oars to haul, one-handed, her mother into the dinghy on the
way. The rescue party returned triumphant to a heroes welcome, and to a father bursting with
pride, admiration and gratitude for a daughter whose bravery is matched only by her brains
and her beauty. [Will this do, Selina? – Ed.]

Selina – brains, beauty… and bravery!!
Back down to earth, the following morning we nipped round the coast to Cala en Porter where
we were able to dispatch Neil and Sarah to Mahón to collect the sail. In the afternoon we
sailed 10 miles further west along the south coast of Menorca to Cala Macarella and, once the
wind had died down for the evening we bent the yankee onto the forestay. At last, we had the
principal working sail again!
Maria and I had missed Cala Macarella on our earlier circumnavigation of the island in June.
Understandably very popular and therefore quite crowded, it is absolutely beautiful with two
lovely white sandy beaches and gin-clear water. The one in the northern branch has an
excellent bar/restaurant. The smaller beach at the head of the western branch is less accessible
and favoured by the nudants.

The gin-clear water of Cala Macarella
In the afternoon the wind picked up, gusting to 25 knots. I was slightly concerned as, due to
the overcrowding, we had minimal anchor scope out. But at least I knew that we were well
dug in, as Neil had free-dived 8m to turn the anchor and bury it properly! We all went ashore
in the dinghy, Kaz and Neil going off to snorkel whilst the rest of us sat on the beach. Neil
eventually emerged from the water bearing my extremely expensive multifocal glasses which
I had left in the dinghy anchored in deep water outside of the swimming buoys. “That’s
lucky” I said “I was wanting to finish my book”. “Luckier than you think” replied Neil, “I
was swimming past the dinghy and just happened to notice a glint of light on the seabed.
Dived down to investigate and found these!”
In the afternoon we left to see if we could get round to Ciutadella on the west coast. Along the
south coast we had good sailing in a stiff northwest wind but the moment we turned the
corner to head north we met a big sea. Not wanting to test Sarah’s seasickness wristband to
the limit we turned back and slid into Cala Son Saura for the night.
By morning the wind had died somewhat so we completed our passage round to Ciutadella
and whilst the moorings along the quayside were still buoyed off, the yacht club had laid
some pontoons in Cala Busquet on the north of the harbour where we tied up. The other side
of the harbour, alongside the lifeboat station was a 54 foot French yacht in a very sorry state.
Its headsail was lying in shreds down the forestay and its boom, broken, was hanging into the
cockpit. We learnt later that it had been caught out in the storm that Neil, Tom and I had so
narrowly missed. Crewed by a middle-aged couple and their son, the wife had been lost
overboard in the horrendous conditions. If one needed reminding, it was a very sad and
salutary lesson about the power of the sea when angered, and I offered a prayer of thanks that
our yankee had ripped, forcing us to abandon our passage into the same conditions.
Ciutadella used to be the capital of Menorca and even when the British moved the capital to
Mahón, the aristocrats remained here. Whilst the British influence in Mahón is very obvious
with its Georgian terraced houses and sash windows, Ciutadella architecture is very grand
old-Menorcan with enormous palaces round the central square – the homes of the aristocratic
families of the island. We stayed the whole of Friday and on Saturday we sailed from one end
of the island back to Mahón in preparation for the departures of the ladies at various times on
Saturday.

What we hadn’t realised until the ladies had left was that Mahón’s annual fiesta was taking
place that weekend. The fiesta follows a similar format to the great Fieste de Sant Joan in
Ciutadella held in June. The local landlords dress up in traditional riding clothes and parade
through the thronged streets on their horses, rearing and pirouetting through the crowds. This
goes on pretty much throughout the weekend interspersed with a variety of street
entertainments. The really famous fiesta is the one in Ciutadella which has an international
following and attracts half of Majorca as well as thousands of others from all over the world.
The Mahón fiesta is more local and therefore a rather more intimate affair, although no less
riotous. Neil and I, now on our own awaiting the arrival of Lawrence Wells the following
morning, headed into town in the evening to join the festivities. We caught up with caixers
(horsemen) who, in turn, were saluting the seigneur and vicar (also dressed up to the nines).
Once the caixers had all carried out their rearing salute, the signeur and vicar leapt on to their
horses and brought up the rear of the parade down the street towards the main square. Neil
and I joined the crowd escorting the horses along the route. Half way down the road was a
terraced house with its front door open. A party was in full swing inside. Obviously great
friends of the vicar, a loud cheer went up as he passed, at which the vicar swung his horse
round, drove it up the steps to the front door and, still mounted, straight through into the
living room. There he took a drink from his hosts, turned the horse round and charged out
again into the street. Not the sort of thing you would find our local vicar doing!

It was a very hot afternoon and having made our way to the main square, Neil and I found a
spot of shade next to a stall selling large cups of a deliciously refreshing lemon drink. Just
what we needed to quench our thirst and we downed a couple or more in quick succession. It
was only when we fell over that we realised that this was the famous Pomada which is only
one part lemon juice; the other three parts being the local strong gin. Anyway, it certainly put
us in party mood. As the evening wore on the bands struck up and the revelling began. Before
Neil came out to Menorca he had downloaded a podcast of Spanish chat up lines which we
had adapted along the lines of “¿Te gustaria jiggy-jiggy conmigo?” but by the time of evening
when it was appropriate to put this irresistible question to the ladies of Mahón we were
slurring our words so much everybody just laughed a lot. In fact all around us there was a
great deal of laughing and slurring and I suspect that the Pomada sellers had had an
exceedingly profitable day. Magic stuff. The evening finished with a grand fireworks display.
Neither Neil nor I can really remember how we got back to the boat on her mooring and I
suppose we should be grateful that we didn’t drown in the process.
In the early hours as Neal and I were throwing ourselves into our bunks to sleep it off,
Lawrence was leaving a charity fancy dress ball in the Home Counties of England dressed as
an Arab sheikh, instructing the taxi driver to take him straight to the airport where he caught
an early flight to join us in Menorca for the passage to Corsica. At 1135 on Sunday 9

September, nursing monstrous hangovers, we cast off and motored out of Mahón for the last
time, steering 050° to Calvi in Corsica 270 miles away. Mercifully we started in a flat calm
which stayed with us until 2235. During the evening when we were about 60 miles from land
two sparrow hawks circled the boat, one of them trying unsuccessfully to land in the rigging a
couple of times before they flew off together heading further out to sea. Sparrow hawks are
not sea birds. They had obviously been blown out to sea and, clearly disorientated, tired and
lost, I doubt if these beautiful birds survived. Very sad. On the passage we saw little in the
way of wildlife apart from a distant pod of dolphins and a fleeting but spectacular glimpse of
a large swordfish shooting clear of the water before crashing back into the water in rainbow of
spray.
The wind eventually filled in from the southwest and veered throughout the night to the
northwest, building to a very pleasant F6, when we put a couple of rolls in the main and
yankee. Great sailing! At this time of year the nights are getting long with darkness falling at
about 2030, not getting light again until about 0600. But the air was balmy warm and the stars
in the clear sky brilliant. The Milky Way was almost opaque. This was night-sailing at its
best.
At 0730, when I was on watch, the chartplotter which had up until now been 100% reliable
suddenly decided to throw a wobbly and kept on turning itself off. We do have back-up but a
working chartplotter is greatly preferable. Eventually, having rebooted the plotter and reset
the RAM it started working again and thereafter gave no problems. Phew!
Neil seemed to have appointed himself ship’s cook and produced a selection of stunning
meals, spoilt only by Lawrence insisting on adding large quantities of extremely hot chillies
to each dish, rendering everything so hot as to be tasteless. By the end of the passage my lips
were beginning to blister!
During the course of the following 24 hours, the wind continued to veer to the north then east
and decreased to F4. But when we were about 30 miles southwest of Calvi, slowly closing the
coast, the wind picked up again - very quickly. From little more than 10 knots, within half an
hour the wind was shrieking through the rigging at between 45 and 50 knots (F9-10) coming
from the south on our starboard quarter. We wrapped the yankee away and with a well reefed
main and full staysail we were screaming along. Looking behind us we could the sea being
flattened by gusts as they raced towards us hitting us at speeds of up to 58 knots (F11). You
can always tell when you are in really strong winds – the tone of the wind in the rigging
suddenly drops a couple of octaves and, rather than screaming at you, it makes a low moaning
sound as if it really means business. It was terrific. I hadn’t enjoyed wind this strong for a
decade or more and we were loving it.
I turned to Neil, a lifeboatman at Cullercoats on the northeast coast of Britain, who had a
broad grin on his face. I asked him “Have you ever been out in winds like this in your RNLI
RIB?”. Neil laughed and said “Tim, we go out in winds in excess of 80 knots” adding
dismissively “and in these conditions, we’re going flat out”. Crikey - there I was thinking I
was giving Neil a new experience, but for him and his fellow RNLI crewmembers this was
nothing more than light breeze! Quite humbling.
Occasionally it does me good to be brought down to earth a bit. Like the time one of our
guests, after passing the occasional comment about “your pokey little kitchen” and the
cramped conditions asked “Tim, will you be getting yourself a bigger boat, or will you make

do with this one?” Make do??!! And there I was thinking how lucky I was to own one of the
best ocean cruising yachts ever built. Silly me!
Corsica in general and Calvi in particular is a spectacular landfall after a passage. When we
were about 30 miles offshore we saw what we thought were clouds stretching along the
horizon before realising that these were the mountains of Corsica which soar 2700 metres
from the sea. Theoretically, from the peak of Monte Cinto, the islands highest mountain, one
has a panorama of mountains stretching from Marseille to Rome, a span of some 280 miles.
Coming from the southwest we passed the brick red granite cliffs which plunge into the sea
and sailed round the rocky outcrop La Revellata. There, less than two miles to the southeast
stood the imposing citadel of Calvi perched on top of the cliffs.

Calvi - Dramatically beautiful landfall
At 0920 we tied up but with no assistance from the marina staff. In the Balearics, every yacht
which made an appearance in a marina was met by one of the marineros who willingly took
lines to the quay and passed the lazy line to the crew to be secured at the other end of the boat.
Whilst most boats in the Mediterranean go stern-to the quay, this was impracticable for Mina2
as we had the dinghy hanging from the davits. It also gave us much greater privacy to tie up
bows-to where you didn’t have the world and his dog peering into your cabin from the
quayside. But with the long and awkward drop from the bow onto the quay it did make tying
up a little more difficult. With willing helpers there was no problem. But in Corsica we were
to find the marina staff unfriendly and unwelcoming to the point of rudeness. In fact we were
to find this surliness to be a characteristic of the Corsicans in general. So, to summarise
Corsica: great island, brilliant cruising ground, spoilt by the people. What a contrast to the
generally helpful and friendly Spaniards in the Balearics.
The Downstairs Skipper flew in to Calvi airport that evening whilst Neil was organising his
flight home for early the following morning. He had exhausted the goodwill of his colleagues
at home and had to get back to work as soon as possible. Meanwhile Lawrence was prepared
to test the goodwill of Carrie, his wife, by staying on a few days longer and seeing some of
the coast.
The 13th-century fortress of Calvi looms majestically over the busy harbour with its many
quayside bars and restaurants and it’s best to wait until the relative cool of the evening before
starting the long climb up to the citadel. Nelson famously lost his eye when laying siege to the
fortress against the French in 1794, and much of the citadel still consists of barracks, now
home to the French Foreign Legion. As we wandered through the picturesque narrow twisting

streets within the citadel we saw lots of very tough, muscle-bound men wandering around.
“Look” I whispered to Maria, “they must be the French Foreign Legionnaires”. “Rubbish!”
snorted Maria. “Just look at them: shaven-headed, tight-fitting trousers, figure-hugging black
T-shirts showing off their sculptured physiques, walking around in pairs. It must be a gay
convention!”. Knowing the reputation of legionnaires for killing quickly and silently, I
begged Maria to keep her voice down, just in case I was right and she was wrong.
Calvi is a lively and interesting town and we would have liked to have stayed a couple of days
but we were still trying to catch up with our interrupted schedule and had to head south to
Ajaccio to rendezvous with our next guests. So at 1115 on Wednesday 12 September we cast
off and headed 20 miles south towards La Girolata.

Calvi harbour
Whilst crossing the Golfe de Galéria under power, we saw a yacht running towards us with a
burgee at the masthead. “More than likely it’s another RCC boat” I said. Sure enough as the
yacht approached, the familiar red and white burgee became apparent and we swung round to
greet John Hooper and his crew on Samphire II who had come from Sicily and were heading
north to Calvi and later to their base in Port Grimaud. We continued on our way, anchoring
for lunch in Baie d’Elbo before exploring nooks and crannies in the rocks, and narrow dog-leg
passagaes before arriving in La Girolata. The little bay has a reputation as being one of the
prettiest on the coast and when it had been an anchorage was, as a result, normally very
crowded. But the authorities have now banned anchoring and put an enormous number of fore
and aft mooring buoys in regimented lines throughout the little bay, ruining it in the process.
You can still anchor well out of the bay and in settled weather I would certainly favour this to
being hugga-mugga on the moorings. Girolata is a little fishing village which was accessible
only from the sea, meaning that it was effectively cut-off from the rest of Corsica. So insular
was the community that the families used to send their young men away to find their wives to
avoid becoming too inbred. Even now the nearest road to the village is a 90 minute walk
away, despite which there are a couple of excellent restaurants overlooking the bay catering
for the visiting hikers and yachtsmen.

La Girolata
The following morning we beat south in a light southwesterly to cap Rossu where the wind
failed, so we motored through the Cap Rossu passage and into the spectacular and very
narrow Cala Genovese for lunch. After lunch we pressed further south rounding headland
after headland until we passed Cargèse and made our way into the Baie de Ménasina and
anchored off the beach. This proved to be open to the swell so we headed back a mile west to
anchor just outside Cargèse harbour which was not only more settled but prettier as well.
Cargèse is a fascinating little town clinging to the side of the hill overlooking the harbour. A
community of 750 Peloponnesian Greeks who were suffering from the cruel and oppressive
rule of the Ottoman Turks were sent to the town in 1676 having successfully negotiated
asylum with the Government of Genoa which owned Corsica at that time. Whilst the local
Corsicans were none too happy at the time, the two communities learned over the decades to
rub along together, albeit both clinging to their own cultures. Until quite recently the Greeks
continued to wear their traditional dress and Greek was still spoken until the middle of the
20th century. The Greek community still thrives and half way up the hill stand two churches,
side-by-side: one Catholic and the other Greek Orthodox, both actively used and, unusually
and economically, they both share the same priest.
Lawrence, a devoted father and husband, seemed to spend much of his time on the phone
speakingto his daughter and to his wife, Carrie, but he was concluding from the increasingly
frosty telephonic tones of Carrie that it was time for him to head back home as a matter of
some urgency to restoke the fires of marital bliss. This involved standing at an internet
terminal in the scorching heat in the middle of Cargèse researching flights from Ajaccio that
evening. Research completed, there was no time to lose. We fled down the hill, back to the
boat and weighed anchor. We had a wonderful 24-mile sail south which made Lawrence all
the more sad to be leaving the boat. The north-western quarter of Corsica is marked by the
terracotta red of the granite cliffs and mountains which gives the landscape a rugged but
unusually warm feel. As we sailed south we noticed the rock change to the more usual grey
colour.

The Downstairs Skipper would miss Lawrence’s irresistable physique
As we approached Port Tino Rossi in Ajaccio we raised the marina on the VHF and were
directed to the fishermens’ quay. Again, no sign of anyone to help us with our lines and nor
were there any lazy lines led to moorings off the quay. We were, apparently, expected to use
our own anchor so it is just as well we had a stern anchor rigged and ready to deploy. No
sooner had we tied up than Lawrence was off the boat and hailing a taxi for the airport.
Ajaccio is the capital of Corsica and whilst being tied up at the fishing quay had its
disadvantages, at least we were extremely well positioned to explore the centre of town. The
town has a great sense of self-importance with its narrow streets lined with tall Genoese
buildings festooned with the day’s laundry. At ground level the roads are permanently gridlocked by traffic, a frustration relieved, apparently, only by constant blasting on the horn.
After the tranquility of the quiet anchorages and sleepy isolated villages, our stress levels shot
up to teeth-grinding levels which could only be brought down by a glass of local wine and
some olives in a quayside bar. That evening, back on the boat, we were joined by friends
Mike and Ellie Birney who were to join us for the next four days.
The following morning we slipped our bow lines, weighed the stern anchor and in a very light
southwesterly beat our way slowly to the Iles Sanguinaires which guard the north-western
corner of the Golfe D’Ajaccio. Here we anchored for lunch and a siesta before motoring
southeast to anchor behind the Ile Piano on the south side of the Golfe D’Ajaccio, in a semicircle of well-worn granite formations which look like Henry Moore sculptures. It was a
beautiful anchorage which we had all to ourselves for the night.
The following morning there was, once again, not a breath of wind and we ended up motoring
all the way round Cap Muro and across Golfe de Valinco to anchor in the picturesque bay off
the village of Campomoro, having stopped on the way to have moules for lunch at one of the
restaurants on the beach of Cala d’Orzu. The night was moonless and very dark and as we sat
in the cockpit we could occasionally hear, but not see, a dolphin “blowing” in the bay. We
awoke to a misty, overcast day but at least there was a little wind. Atop the headland stood an
imposing medieval watchtower – one of a chain that run right round the coast of Corsica.
After a pleasant walk to the tower, we took advantage of the wind to give Mike and Ellie a
sail, crossing the Golfe De Valinco a couple of times on a beam reach before heading
northeast and running up to Propriano where we were allocated a berth in the busy marina.

Ellie & Mike
One of the few unappealing characteristics of Mina2 is that when in harbour with the wind
from a specific angle on the quarter and of a particular strength, the mast can act like an organ
pipe. This doesn’t happen often, but when it does it tends to dominate. That night it did so
with a vengeance, rising to a climax round about bedtime which it maintained until dawn
ensuring a sleepless night for most of us, and probably half the marina as well. I rather got the
impression that Ellie & Mike were pretty pleased to be leaving the boat the following day and
taking the bus back to their villa!
Once again on our own, Maria and I made our way round the south-eastern promontory of
Corsica, setting out with the westerly F4 wind on the nose. Theoretically as we made our way
south and then east round the promontory we would move from a beat to a very pleasant
reach to our destination. In practice, frustratingly, the wind followed us all the way round so
we ended motoring for most of the day. When we arrived at the little anchorage to the north
of Golfe de Roccapina we found it to be every bit as pretty as its reputation promised, but
sadly a combination of private mooring buoys and swimming buoys now made the cala
inaccessible. So we doubled back to the delightful anchorage in the east corner of the Golfe
de Murtoli.
On Friday 21 September we awoke to a chilly morning with a temperature of just 13°C – the
Mediterranean summer was beginning to draw to a close. In need of some exercise, Maria and
I took the dinghy ashore and went for a long walk through the low scrub of myrtle and maquis
and enjoyed the spectacular views from the peak NNE of the anchorage. One of the delights
of Corsica is the heavenly smell of the ilex, pine, myrtle and maquis blowing off the land –
particularly in the mornings and evenings. Napoleon claimed that when held captive on the
island of Elba he was made homesick by the smell of maquis wafting the 35 miles from his
Corsican homeland.

Anchorage in Golfed de Murtoli
After a leisurely lunch we set off for the 2 ½ hour passage to a very small cut on the west side
of the Iles de Fazziuolu, one mile to the west of the entrance to Bonifacio. The anchorage was
surrounded by dramatic steep-sided white-grey cliffs that had had been eaten away by wind
and waves into deep lateral striations. We were the only boat in the anchorage and that
evening we luxuriated in the warmth reflected off the rocks under the clear moonlit sky. Sheer
bliss.
But beautiful places like this just a mile from a major tourist town don’t stay quiet for long
and at about 0830 the following morning the first of the tripper boats arrived. Whipping
through the narrow channel around the island, a non-stop stream of them rushed past us
tooting and waving. Peaceful it wasn’t, but it was rather fun being a tourist attraction. We
eventually left the anchorage at 1245 and made our way round the corner to our first arrival in
Bonifacio which, we had been promised by all who had come before us, would be
memorable. It is only when one is about a couple of hundred metres away and heading for an
apparently sheer cliff face that you see that there is a gap in the sheer rock. Slipping through
the gap the magnificent harbour suddenly opens up on your starboard beam. Almost
impregnable from land and sea, it must be one of the best defended natural harbours in the
world. Like Calvi, the Old Town is perched on the cliff top surrounded by the ancient high
walls of the citadel. We tied up, bows to a concrete pontoon, alongside the lively harbour side
restaurants and bars. We were looking forward to exploring the Old Town but the day was
very hot and the road to the citadel gates very steep so we deferred our excursion to the cool
of the evening.

Bonifacio - dramatic
The next day, Georgie my sister, Jack her son and Peter my son arrived in the morning. Peter
was lucky to make it, having overslept and only being awoken by Georgie’s mobile call while
she was standing in the check-in queue at the airport! The forecast was for the weather to
deteriorate so we headed off almost straight away for Iles Lavazzi, the southernmost of the
two principle French-owned islands in the Maddalena Archipelago. Beating in a stiff breeze,
it was Jack’s first experience of sailing and, judging by the undeviating course he was
helming, he has a natural talent.
Anchored deep into Cala Lazarina we were surrounded by beautiful smooth and rounded rock
formations to which Salvador Dali could have laid claim.

Dali-esque rock formations in Cala Lazarina
Our guests snoozed on deck through the afternoon to catch up on their early start, soaking up
the sun. And it was as well they took advantage because it transpired, after weeks of
continuous clear blue skies, that this was the last sun we were to see all week. Late afternoon
and we returned to Bonifacio where, on mooring in a strong crosswind, we got our keel

caught on someone’s shallow lazy line. With much shouting from the over-excited
Frenchman whose line we had caught we eventually managed to extricate ourselves without
severing the line. If only I always got that lucky…
Once tied up we all made the long trek up the steep hill to the citadel. Having no car in which
to get lazy, one becomes reasonably fit after a few weeks living on the boat. So for Maria and
me the trip up the hill was an invigorating walk. But for the landlubbers fresh off their
couches, by the time they got to see the dramatic views of the coastline from the top they
were all showing disturbing symptoms of severe myocardial infarction. However they all
made a rapid recovery when we sat down outside a charming Corsican restaurant and ordered
a couple of drinks before dinner.

The citadel – a steep climb to the top
Corsican food is not what you would call haute cuisine. The emphasis is on wholesome dishes
of “comfort food” dished up in enormous portions starting, perhaps, with a vat of delicious
Corsican soup consisting of bacon, beans and vegetables before moving on to a gargantuan
slice of filatelu – a typical Corsican pie made with cheese and liver. We positively rolled back
down to the boat. This being the first night of their holiday, Georgie, Jack and Peter then
proceeded to Bar B52 on the quayside to get blitzed.
They awoke, somewhat the worse for wear, to the sound of rain – the first we had had for
weeks. The torrential rain lasted all day but there are worse places to be holed up than in
Bonifacio, and we enjoyed exploring the town in more depth. The atmosphere here was
noticeably more Italian influenced than in the north of Corsica - including the attitude of the
locals who were much more friendly and welcoming than their northern counterparts.

Part way through the afternoon a small sailing yacht came in with half a dozen young Italians
on board, jubilant at having just completed their maiden voyage from mainland Italy 130
miles away. They had chartered the yacht and it was only when trying to back into their
mooring that they discovered it went astern like a pig and, not helped by a stiff crosswind,
they were having some difficulty. I helped them with their lines and with a little pulling and
pushing we managed to get them secured. Overcome by a Latin display of gratitude, the
Italians immediately adopted me as their new best friend, much to our advantage; they had
had some considerable success with rod and line on passage and had caught more tuna than
they could possibly eat themselves. Large steaks were duly delivered to us by their skipper
Massimo, and his girlfriend Roberta, by way of a thank you which we ate, fried in olive oil,
for dinner. I don’t know what it is, but fish taken straight from sea to frying pan tastes so
much better than anything you can buy at market. Absolutely delicious.
Tuesday 25 September and Peter’s 26th birthday. And whilst the sun did not shine on him, at
least it had stopped raining. Having lost a day to the weather we set off early in a stiff
westerly to the Italian Maddalena Islands, covering the 13 miles to the Isola Santa Maria at a
spanking pace. We entered the well protected bay of Cala Santa Maria and picked up one of
the two mooring buoys. Within seconds a fast RIB appeared from nowhere to tell us that the
buoys were “reserved” (for whom we never found out – no one claimed them whilst we were
there). We got the anchor to hold after the second attempt and no sooner had our anchor ball
been hoisted than the RIB reappeared to take money off us (this was the first time we had
been charged for using our own anchor since leaving the UK but it was, in fairness, a national
park). At least no mention was made of the notorious and substantial new tax by Sardinia on
visiting yachts. If they caught up with us it would amount to a swingeing €500 (I was
delighted to see later that this greedy ploy has backfired – in the event they raised only €3m
compared with the €5m cost of setting it up, and luxury yachts boycotted Sardinia all summer
at enormous cost to the local economy. The tax is now being challenged in the international
courts).
Shortly afterwards Massimo, Roberta and friends hove into view, anchored astern of us and
Massimo swam over to join us for Peter’s birthday drinks. We extended an invitation to all of
them to join us later for pre-dinner drinks. At 1900 all five Italians arrived in a tiny two-man
dinghy. One, rather surreally, was dressed in a top hat and clown like sunglasses. He carried a
linen bag out of which he started pulling his magicians’ paraphernalia and treated us to an
impressive magic show. A splendid time was had by all. By the time they left, well lubricated,
the wind had built to a half-gale and whilst the bay was very well protected I let out quite a lot
more chain for the night (a neighbouring German charter boat with a tiny tooth-pick of an
anchor had already dragged a couple of times and had given up the unequal struggle and left
to return to the Sardinian mainland).

The magician laid on for Peter’s birthday party!
By morning, the wind was still building so we decided to clear out and seek refuge in La
Maddalena, the only real town and harbour in the islands. If we were to be storm-bound,
which seemed increasingly likely, then we wanted to make sure that were able to enjoy the
bars and restaurants that La Maddalena had to offer. We weighed anchor at 0940 and, with
well-reefed main and staysail, we shot across the three-mile strip of open water lashed by 40+
knot winds and breaking waves and into the lee of Isola Spargi. At the end of September in
the Solent this experience would have been thoroughly unpleasant, but with the sun blazing
and being doused in bath-warm water it was rather fun. Isola Spargi is a small round island
about a mile in diameter. Half way down the eastern side of the island are two very small
anchorages. Given that both to north and south of us we could see boats being tossed around
in big seas and gale force winds, in the anchorages there was barely a ripple on the water. The
little tree-fringed beaches at the head of the anchorages were deserted. This was paradise.
Whilst the skipper stayed on board to carry out a few chores (interspersed with the odd nap),
the shore party went off to their private beach for the day. Mid-afternoon and we upped
anchor for a fun and furious broad reach round the bottom of Isola La Maddalena and into the
harbour. We tied up, went ashore and found Massimo and friends in the nearest bar where
they introduced us to the delights of Mirto, an aromatic liqueur made from myrtle and the
national drink of Sardinia.

Deceptively, 100 metres away a full gale was blowing
By Thursday, the torrential rain had returned and it was coming at us horizontally with the
continuing westerly gale. It didn’t take much to persuade us to stay in La Maddalena for the
day. It is a pretty, provincial town, larger than I had expected and bustling with activity. The
yacht harbour was next to the ferry port where a constant stream of ferries shuffled hundreds
of cars and lorries to and from the mainland. Having explored the town and stocked up with
local prosciutto and cheeses from the market, we decided the best way to kill time was to
enjoy a leisurely lunch. It was quite difficult finding a restaurant which wasn’t overtly only
for tourists but the Enoteca da Lio fitted the bill and after an excellent lunch of local
delicacies, we slept it all off with a siesta. That evening we snugged down below whilst the
storm raged around us, the wind speed now well in excess of 50 knots.

Misery in storm-lashed La Maddalena

By the morning the wind had abated to mere gale force and as we had had our fill of La
Maddalena and we had to get Peter to the mainland to catch his plane home the following day,
we decided to sprint round to Porto Cervo, the billionaires playground.
We were moored bows to and whilst our exit was potentially complicated by a 35 knot wind
pushing us onto the concrete quay, it should not have caused too much difficulty so long as
we cleared the falling lazy line which we had to cast off astern. To cut a complicated story
short, we did not clear the lazy line as it fell into the water. The rope cutter round the
propeller shaft did its job and neatly severed the wrist-thick rope in two places but did not
prevent a two metre long length from wrapping itself round the shaft and locking the shaft
solid. I could engage the propeller neither forward nor astern and was now broadside to the
bows of the moored yachts and being pushed on to them by the 35 knot crosswind. The
harbour master who was in his dinghy (and whose efforts to help were partly responsible for
our having fouled the lazy line) quickly realised what was going on and tried to slow our
sideways progress by pushing my bows away from the quay, aided by my use of our
bowthruster – our only source of motive power. By sheer good fortune there was one narrow
gap between the moored boats and that was where our stern was now heading. Whilst I stood
helplessly by the wheel, everyone else was rapidly redeploying fenders. We graunched off the
bows of the two yachts either side of the gap, straightened ourselves up and started to
accelerate, stern-first, towards the concrete quay. It is amazing how much speed a 20-ton
yacht can pick up in its own length in a gale of wind and as we rushed towards the
unforgiving concrete I simply buried my head in my hands and waited for the impact.
With little else to do but imagine the worst, I was expecting at the very least a dismasting, and
severe structural damage as the dinghy smashed into the quayside wrenching the davits from
the deck. Without a doubt our cruise was over and the next weeks were to be spent in
negotiation with insurance underwriters and boatyards as we went about repairing the
extensive damage. So when, after the gut-wrenching impact, I peeked out through my fingers,
I was slightly surprised to find the mast twanging a bit but still upright; the dinghy had
cleared the quayside by a millimetre and not much more than a little superficial damage to the
gelcoat where the stern had hit the concrete quay. Not for the first time was I to be grateful for
the massive strength of Oyster construction. I also owed a debt to Peter who had somehow
managed to leap ashore seconds before impact and galvanise the hypnotised onlookers into
action by throwing their weight against the dinghy to lessen the impact. All in all, we had got
off extremely lightly.
Peter “volunteered” to go over the side with goggles and the bread knife and cut away the
remarkable quantity of rope which was jammed round the prop shaft after which, chastened,
bruised and traumatised, we were ready to leave again. The wind was still blowing F8 from
the west but with most of the passage to Porto Cervo in the lee of the islands, and with the
wind behind us, we made rapid progress in only moderate seas. Having passed through an
international fleet of TP52 racing yachts who were lining up for the start of one of their world
championship races, we swung round the northeast corner of Sardinia and into the fabled
Porto Cervo on the Costa Smeralda. The resort and harbour was custom-built by a consortium
of billionaires headed by the Aga Khan as a playground for them and their super-yachts.
Even though it was late in the season there were still an impressive number of super yachts
and, as the main marina was occupied by the TP52 fleet, we were directed to the Porto
Vecchio marina. But this was hardly where they stuck the poor relations – two boats down
from us was the Norge, the Norwegian royal yacht complete with King.

Built in England in 1937 for Tommy Sopwith it was bought as a gift to the King by the
Norwegian people in 1947. It may have been a state-of-the-art superyacht then, but it now
looks rather tatty and all of its 70 years.
Even in late September they know how to charge here. We had to pay €115 for the night, and
the cash deposit for the special electricity adaptor was €150. Despite (and perhaps because of)
all the hype, we all found Porto Cervo an enormous anti-climax. All the beautiful people
wandering around were not the glitterati, but tourists (like us, I guess) hoping to see the
glitterati. The whole place was superficial pastiche: it was much like being on a Disney film
set.
However one redeeming feature was the spectacular marinero. Looking like a film star with
long styled hair, it was his job to take lines from the boats and attach them to the buoys off the
pontoon. From a standing position in his RIB, he operated the high-powered outboard with
just two speeds – maximum throttle and stop. Throwing the extended tiller from hand to hand
he used his body weight to carve turn the RIB on a sixpence then, one-handed, tie said line to
the buoy with the fastest bowlines I had ever seen. At one point, our line had to be released to
allow another yacht to leave. I retrieved our line and waited for the Adonis-like marinero to
collect it again to retie. As I held the rope end from my hand in the stern, he hurtled towards
me at 25 knots and, without slowing down, snatched the rope from my hand whilst pirouetting
the dinghy and shooting back to the buoy. One-handed bowline. Job done. It all took 2.7
seconds. It was pure poetry; a water-borne ballet. I was tempted to spring to my feet and shout
“Bravo! Encore!!”. But as he sped off, passing his fingers through his perfect, sun-bleached
hair, he already knew how damned good he was.
Saturday morning and, at last, after four days the storm blew itself out. With no regrets we left
Porto Cervo and beat south in a moderate wind to Olbia. Although Olbia is a large town and
the mile long inlet in which it sits provides perfect shelter, there are no formal facilities for
visiting yachts. We anchored off the now unused commercial quay in 4m mud and put Peter
in a taxi to the airport just ten minutes away. As he boarded the plane, the sun appeared for
the first time in five days. Life can be very unfair sometimes.

Georgie and Jack were also flying out from Olbia but not until Monday so the following day,
30 September and Maria’s and my wedding anniversary (I remembered – she forgot) in
glorious sunshine and with the temperature 6°C higher than it had been in the previous few
days, we sailed 12 miles in a southeasterly, past the incredibly dramatic Isola Tavolara which
rises more than 500m out of the sea, and on to the delightful anchorage just northwest of Capo
Coda Cavallo where we spent the day and night.

Isola Tavolara
The first day of October and we had escaped the penal Sardinian tax which is only raised
between June and September. We returned to Olbia and said goodbye to Georgie and Jack and
tried to arrange for a marine electrician to come on board and help fit a new windlass motor
and controller. No one could come until Wednesday morning so on Monday evening Maria
and I motored off to another anchorage to the west of Isola di Porri for the night to chill out,
post-guests. We spent a lazy day on Tuesday in the anchorage before motoring back to Olbia
in the evening, tying up alongside the old commercial quay to await the electrician the
following morning. We had booked a table for dinner at a restaurant recommended by Lonely
Planet. It proved to be delicious, expensive and very weird. The waiter asked us if we would
like an antipasti. They didn’t seem to have a menu but rattled through a list of options, little of
which we understood. Then all sorts of things started turning up in dribs and drabs, tapas-like,
none of which resembled anything we had ordered. We passed on the pasta course – the primi
patti – and asked for a menu to select the main course. “We have fish” said the waiter and
pointed to a basket with a number of fish heads sticking out of it. “Which one would you
like?” “Do you have any meat?” asked Maria. The waiter looked completely thrown, looked
into a couple of other baskets and said “We have some rabbit and we have some fillet”. No
mention as to how these delicacies might be cooked or served, if chosen. It just seemed easier
just to go for fish and we selected a sea bass to share. There was no suggestion that we might
wish to consider some vegetables or a salad or potatoes to go with it, so it was a surprise when
the fish arrived, albeit beautifully cooked and tasty, looking very lonely on the plate.
We had 40 miles to travel to La Calleta and were keen to set off as early as possible. Fabio,
the electrician, had promised on the life of his dear mother that he would arrive no later than
0900, so I was getting somewhat twitchy by the time he materialised at 1030. He then wired

everything up the wrong way so it didn’t work and took an hour to realise his simple mistake
so it wasn’t until after midday that we eventually headed off, motoring into a F4 and 1½
meter waves. Still with an hour and a half to go we had had enough and diverted into Porto
Ottiolu which turned out to be a charming little marina with a lovely atmosphere. In the
summer it must be lovely with lots of bars and restaurants round the quayside but now being
out of season most of these were shut.
We had been used to marina charges of between about €70 and €115 a night so I thought I
had misheard the lady in the harbour office when she asked me for €11 for the night electricity and water thrown in. I couldn’t believe it. Just as staggering was to be told that
only five weeks earlier at the end of August I would have been charged no less than €170!
One of the problems of the east coat of Sardinia is that the harbours and anchorages are few
and far between. Our next stop was 52 miles away and we had to motor the whole way as the
wind, once more, was bang on the nose and had we sailed we would not have arrived until
well after dark. But to compensate, in the 27-mile stretch between Capo Comino and Capo di
Monti-Santa lies the Golfo d’Orosei, a bay of high limestone cliffs dropping into the sea, out
of which deep grottoes have been carved by wind and sea over millions of years, the insides
dripping with stalactites. And all this against the backdrop of the magnificent mountain range
behind. The most famous of these caves is the Grotta del Bue Marina (the Grotto of the SeaOx) so named because it was home to the rare Mediterranean Monk Seal. Ironically the
tourists now flock to see the place where these rare creatures used to live before being
hounded out of their home by the tourists who flocked to see them.
An exquisite spot along this coast is the Cala di Luna where the cliffs are fronted by a popular
sandy beach. It makes a delightful day anchorage where Maria and I broke our journey for
lunch, christening the new windlass motor which positively rattled the chain in and out
compared with the grunting and groaning of the previous motor.
Our day’s long motoer ended at Santa Maria Navarese, another attractive and friendly marina.
Way back in the 11th century the Princess of Navarre was saved from a shipwreck and, in
gratitude, she ordered the building of a church in memory of Santa Maria of Navarre. The
church was built in 1052 beside an olive tree, both of which still stand today. A service was in
progress when we visited the church, with a congregation only of women most still wearing
traditional black garb with black headdress. A half hour walk up the hill behind the marina
takes one to a panorama platform giving terrific views south along the coast. We enjoyed a
really excellent meal on the terrace of Ristorante Lungomare overlooking the harbour.
The following day was dull, and windy from the south – a good excuse to have a lazy day
taking advantage of the launderette facilities and the nearby supermarket, but on Saturday 6
October we pressed on with another longish day’s passage 44 miles south to Porto Covallo,
again having to motor most of the way but just managing to get about an hour’s sailing in
towards the end, albeit very fluky with the wind goiung from westerly 28 knots to zero knots
from the south east within seconds and then back again.
The coastline is nothing like as interesting as Golfo d’Orosei, and Porto Covallo had nothing
like the character of Porto Ottiolu or Santa Maria Navarese – just acres of characterless
concrete and not much in the way of a village. But it was a convenient port of call on an
otherwise portless stretch of coast.

After days of southerly winds on the nose, the westerly Tramontana that had been forecast
kicked in enabling us to sail at last, in a westerly F4, but this didn’t last long as the sea breeze
counteracted the pressure wind during the course of the morning and died. But the day’s
passage at 17 miles was short, and after tucking round the south side of the delightfully
named Punta Cappuccini we dropped anchor for possibly the last time on our cruise. The bay
with its sandy beaches fringed with palm trees had a Polynesian feel to it and we spent the
afternoon swimming and sleeping in the hot sun. But in the afternoon clouds started amassing
bringing rain and, surprisingly, mosquitoes – the first time we had been troubled by them
since entering the Mediterranean.
But by the morning the rain and mosquitoes had gone and we lazed around in the brilliant sun
until midday when we set off for Villasimius, again having to motor in the very light and
heading breeze. The harbour looked somewhat desolate so we anchored off for the night in
the Golfo di Carbonara. A trip ashore confirmed that the marina was completely dead and
uninviting and the only downside of anchoring off was having to counteract with a stern
anchor a strong swell which built during the evening.
The following day, Tuesday 9 October, we arrived at Cagliari (pronounced “Calliary”)
probably the final destination of our cruise. I say “probably” because I had had some
difficulty during the pre-cruise planning to make contact with the yards in Cagliari to
determine whether they had the capability and capacity to take us out of the water for the
winter and for what price. There were two yards/marinas, side by side in the far reaches of the
large commercial harbour, both of which theoretically had the capacity. We called one on the
VHF to arrange to stay one night initially, but they were so dozy that we were seduced by the
siren call of the other yard who came out to greet us and beckon us into a mooring. The
mooring lines were about a thousand years old, covered in barnacles and mud, and consisted
of several separate bits of rope which had been tied together – not encouraging. As we walked
round the marina we found toilet facilities with hand basins ripped from the walls and lying
on the floor and no loo paper. It looked like an unkempt disaster. But then we started talking
to the residents.
Having been surrounded by other British boats in the Balearic Islands, I had been surprised to
find that in what, for me, were the much more interesting cruising grounds of Corsica and
Sardinia, there seemed to be virtually no British yachts at all. In Corsica French boats
predominated and Italian boats in Sardinia. Of the foreigners, most were German with a
smattering of other nationalities. This gave the feeling that we were in an “out-of-the-way”
cruising ground and that, combined with the dramatic mountainous scenery, made our cruise
seem rather more like adventuring and a little less like holidaying. But now I discovered
where all the British boats were – they were in Marina del Sole in Cagliari harbour. There was
a thriving community of nearly 30 British yachts all of whom were over-wintereing here,
many with their owners living on board. All were extremely friendly and all said that if one
overlooked the apparent superficial chaos of the yard, the father and son owners, Antonio and
Massimiliano, ran the place efficiently and economically and everyone was extremely happy
with the comprehensive services they provided.
It was necessary for Mina2 to spend the winter out of the water as I had been warned about the
aggressive fouling in the area and my antifouling paint was by now ineffective having had her
out of the water in Menorca for two months in the summer. Antonio and Max did not have a
Travelhoist (a big boat lifting cradle). Instead they had a couple of cranes. My concerns that
they might not be man enough to lift my 20 ton baby out of the water were allayed by
Antonio who pulled out a portfolio of photographs of other boats bigger, wider and heavier

than Mina2 that they had successfully lifted and cradled for the winter. All the residents, some
of whom had over-wintered here before assured me that if Antonio said he could do it, then I
was to rest easy. So we duly shook hands on a price arranged a date for the lift the following
week, and then Maria and I set off to explore the town.
Cagliari is the capital of Sardinia. It is a large bustling city and quite different to others we
had visited in the Mediterranean. The portside area of the city, known as Marina, is dominated
by a large Asian trading community, reminiscent of parts of the East End of London. The city
then rises up a hill to the citadel, the oldest and fortified part of the city. Inside the citadel the
streets are narrow and twisting with washing hanging from lines outside the windows of the
tall buildings. Unlike other cities we had visited there was a distinct feeling of threat, so we
were careful where we strayed – particularly after dark. Again in comparison to other towns
and cities, whereas all the Spanish and Corsican French towns we had visited were kept
spotlessly clean, Cagliari was not. Litter was everywhere. Notwithstanding, it is an interesting
town with charm and livlieness. At the top of the citadel, the National Archaeological
Museum is a must. The highlight of the museum is the collection of Nuraghi bronzes. The
Nuraghi was a warrior civilisation who dominated Sardinia and Corsica during the bronze age
about 3500 years ago. Little is known of them apart from the nuragic buildings that have been
uncovered and the small bronze figurines that have been discovered. These show mainly male
warrior figures, all looking rather like Pob the Plasticine cartoon character.
Our interest in the pre-history of Sardinia having been keened by the museum, we hired a car
for a day and visited the largest of the Nuraghic structures at Su Nuraxi. The complex massive
stone structures consist of a number of rooms coming off a central fortified tower and
surrounded by a village of round stone dwellings.
But the chores of decommissioning drove us back to the boat, the most arduous task of which
was to get all the sails down and fold them up for winter storage. We waited for the wind to
die then dumped them all on the deck at which point my back went out quite badly. One
doesn’t quite realize how big and heavy the sails are until they are lying all over the deck.
Maria, once again showing her strength when our backs are to the wall, single-handedly
folded the main and staysail, bagged them and dragged them below. But the yankee was just
too much on her own, so she stuffed it down the forehatch where I am afraid it will have to
stay until the spring.
Our cruise which had started in May on the Atlantic coast of Spain had taken 14 weeks,
covering more than 2,000 miles visiting four countries on two continents. My concern was
that this was to be a hedonistic extended holiday lotus-eating in the playground of millionaires
and, whilst there was unquestionably an element of this, we had at the same time nearly been
rammed by a trawler, been torpedoed by a submarine, had our yankee shredded in a killer
storm and enjoyed 68 knot winds off the rugged Corsican coast, to mention just a few of our
adventures. I would not now be seeing my faithful Mina2 for more than six months – our
longest period of separation since we first came together. I will miss her.

